The usage of the Website of Brunswick Rail Management Ltd. (hereunder the Website) and copy of any materials from it should be evaluated as a confirmation of that the User of the Website accepts the present rules and agrees to follow them.

While using the Website the visitors have the rights to viewing and use of the materials placed on the Website, only under condition of observance of the present rules.

While using the Website the visitors take up following obligations:

- To refer to the Site in case of use of materials from it;
- To use the information, placed on the Website for commercial purposes only from the written approval of Brunswick Rail Management Ltd. and with the obligatory reference to the Site;
- To keep on all copies of the information loaded from the Site, all data on copyrights and other marks on the property and legal owners;
- Not to change the information somehow, to copy or make the information public, to correct, distribute or use it any otherwise for public and commercial objectives without the written approval of Brunswick Rail Management Ltd.

The Website is a public information source about Brunswick Rail Group and its activity.

We guarantee veracity and validity of the information placed on the Website for date of its last updating.

The information placed on this Website, should not be interpreted as the document formally supporting any activity on attraction of investments. Neither Brunswick Rail Management Ltd, nor its employees, employees of the operated organizations, related to Brunswick Rail Group, are not responsible for any damage (losses) which can arise at Users in connection with use of the current Website or impossibility of its use.

On the Website, including design, the text, to the schedule, initial codes of programmes, the software, action of the copyright extends. All rights reserved due to the legislation on the copyright and intellectual property. Infringement of the above-stated rights is pursued under the law in conformity with clause 146 CC of the Russian Federation.

Brunswick Rail Management Ltd is not responsible for the information placed on websites of the third parties, links on which are placed on the Website.